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                        Venture Capital on the Blockchain

                        After recognizing the opportunity for small businesses to connect with a growing currency system, Geneviève has brought cryptocurrency to small businesses and their communities in the form of Geneviève Exchange (GXE) and Geneviève VC (GXVC). Geneviève offer equal access to funding for small businesses, globally, with a focus on emerging economies, new sectors and new businesses. Such cryptocurrencies offer the following functional utilities:
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                            Vector of economic growth
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                January 20th - February 25th

                

                Token sale ends in:
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                Geneviève will launch a token sale on January 20th, 2018, offering 62.5% of GXVC; 34.5% of GXVC will be reserved for early-stage GXE investors who partook in the pre-sale. Geneviève VC has a total supply of 160,000,000 tokens, of which, 3% will be retained by the team. All GXVC attained through the token swap will remain locked until the completion of the sale. The token sale is scheduled to conclude on February 25th.

                By adopting smart money principles, Geneviève will fund business ventures globally to catalyze growth, offering GXVC as a medium of value exchange and as a storage of economic value. Such adoption, coupled with a limited token supply, will result in valuation premiums, furthering Geneviève’s investment capacity. Investment returns from ventures will facilitate token buybacks, reducing the supply, further inflating the price. Geneviève is confident that the upcoming token sale campaign will facilitate realization of our ambitions to build such an ecosystem. Dividends will be distributed quarterly to GXVC token holders.

                
 
            
  
              
                
                    
                        
                            
                                Allocation of token sale proceeds.
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                            Token information

                            	Contract address:
	0x22F0AF8D78851b72EE799e05F54A77001586B18A
	Symbol:
	GXVC
	Decimal:
	10
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                        The Project

                     

                
  
                Access to funding for small enterprises in less economically developed and newly industrialized countries is extremely limited. Banks often charge large interest premiums and use inappropriate loan assessment criteria to businesses in such localities. Traditional venture capital organizations often employ stringent criteria, which are rarely met by small organizations. After recognizing the opportunity for such entities toconnect with a growing currency system, Geneviève Co. has brought cryptocurrency to small businesses and their communities in the form of Geneviève Exchange (GXE) and Geneviève VC (GXVC).
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                Geneviève VC: GXVC is a venture capital cryptocurrency that offers exposure of equity to its owners. token sale proceeds are injected as seed capital in to small businesses. Financial analysis assesses investment feasibility. Investment ventures are selected democratically from shortlist by token holders by way of Geneviève’s DAO. Investment returns are proportionally distributed quarterly to all   token   holders   as   dividends.    GXVC   will   be   tradable   on   the   secondary   market.
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                        Geneviève Exchange: Investment ventures are tokenized on to the Ethereum blockchain following token sale fundraising campaigns. Thereafter, venture tokens become tradable on Geneviève’s token exchange. Listing fees are payable in GXE; this coupled with trading transaction fees facilitates quarterly dividend payments to token holders. GXE will be tradable on the secondary market.
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                                Geneviève’ s goal is to ethically invest in up to 150 small businesses, by the end of Q1, 2018; such ambitions are highly correlated with token valuation. Investment lengths will vary from 6 months to 24 months; this will be determined by Geneviève’ s proprietary investment program.
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                        Investment Application

                     

                
  
                Geneviève have launched the venture capital investment program, by way of its new development, GXVC. The campaign aims to identify 150 small businesses seeking a capital injection to accelerate their enterprise ambitions. Moreover, the venture program will offer strategic business advice to further catalyze enterprise growth and development. The current portfolio exceeds $1.133m in valuation, which includes an investment fund with a valuation of $360,000.

                The selection process comprises of two steps: applicants are required to submit a form of interest; shortlisted businesses will be invited to an interview to further assess investment feasibility. Geneviève invests in businesses that meet certain criteria – those that make economic sense with long-term growth potential, those operating in booming industries, and those businesses that seek to positively impact their local communities.

                

                The application form can be found  Here
 
            
     
        
        
        
        
        
            
                
                    
                        Investment Portfolio

                        Geneviève found strong support from early backers; resultantly, the venture firm sourced in excess of $700,000. Geneviève’s current portfolio of venture capital investments are detailed below.
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                                        South World Wines

                                        Founded in 2006 by Gaëtan Turner, South World Wines delivers quality wines from across the world, where strong relationships with winemakers are a central part of the company’s philosophy.

                                        	Venture Stage:
	Capital Development


                                        	Website:
	http://southworldwines.com/
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                                        Carre Millesime

                                        Carre Millesime is a wine merchant dedicated to private individuals, based in Bordeaux, France. Millesime offers one of the most complimentary selection of fine wines sourced from all corners of the globe. Purchases exclusive to the producing estates and are stored in Carre Millesime’s cellars to preserve quality.

                                        	Venture Stage:
	Start Up


                                        	Website:
	http://www.millesima.com/
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                                        Vecta

                                        Vecta - Design is a company that specializes in the design and manufacture of stretched ceilings and is one of the most popular manufacturers in Europe, as well as being member of the Estonian Chamber of Commerce and Industry.

                                        	Venture Stage:
	Start Up


                                        	Website:
	http://www.vectadesign.com/
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                                        Compagnies du Monde

                                        Compagnies du Monde offers a different perspective on travel. The company is dedicated to high - end tourism,  sightseeing and charm.

                                        	Venture Stage:
	Recovery


                                        	Website:
	http://www.compagniesdumonde.com/
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                                        Geneviève Digital

                                        Geneviève Digital are a tight - knit team of digital business experts that want to make businesses stand out from the crowd. They specialise in website development, mobile applications, digital marketing, social media marketing,  and search engine optimization (SEO).

                                        	Venture Stage:
	Start Up


                                        	Website:
	http://genevievedigital.com/
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                                Venture capital partnership

                                 http://www.gouv.ci
                            
                            Using Blockchain technology, Geneviève seeks to find positive synergies with government officials to facilitate and catalyze foreign investment; a capital injection into small businesses in such localities will further economic growth and development. The project seeks to increase local employment by creating jobs and running training programs to equip local citizens with skills and expertise to succeed.
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                                Retail partnership

                                 http://goer.io/
                            
                            Goer are our second partners to accept GXE as a payment currency. A plug in application is currently in development to seamlessly integrate a GXE payment mechanism onto the Goer website. Goer is an online retail platform, offering tickets for national musical events.
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                                Retail partnership

                                 https://www.xpressoutah.com/
                            
                            XpressO is a privately-owned and operated coffee shop based in Salt Lake City, Utah; they serve 100% organic fair trade coffee. Following a partnership with Geneviève, Xpresso now accept GXE as a payment currency.
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                                What are cryptocurrencies?
                            
                          

                        

                        
                            
                                Cryptocurrencies are digital currencies in which encryption techniques are used to regulate the generation of units of currency and verify the transfer of funds, operating independently of a central bank.
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                What is Geneviève Exchange (GXE)?
                            
                          

                        

                        
                            
                                Investment ventures are tokenized on to the Ethereum blockchain following token sale fundraising campaigns. Thereafter, venture tokens become tradable on Geneviève’s token exchange. Listing fees are payable in GXE; this coupled with trading transaction fees facilitates quarterly dividend payments to token holders. GXE is tradable on the secondary market.
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                What is Geneviève VC (GXVC)?
                            
                          

                        

                        
                            
                                GXVC is a venture capital cryptocurrency that offers exposure of equity to its owners. token sale proceeds are injected as seed capital in to small businesses. Financial analysis assesses investment feasibility. Investment ventures are selected democratically from shortlist by token holders by way of Geneviève’ s DAO. Investment returns are proportionally distributed quarterly to all token holders as dividends. GXVC will be tradable on the secondary market.
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                How can I invest?
                            
                          

                        

                        
                            
                                To invest, follow the simple steps detailed below:
                                	
									Visit our website https://www.genevieveco.io/ click ‘Invest in Geneviève VC’.
									
	
									Complete the form and create and account to register; open the verification email.
									
	
									 Copy and paste the verification link into a web browser; login using your credentials.
									
	
									Complete the KYC form and save the populated fields.
									
	
									You’ll receive a confirmation email detailing an ETH and a BTC address. Please send the desired quantity of either cryptocurrency to the appropriate address. Do not deposit either cryptocurrency from an exchange platform or a wallet incompatible with ERC223 tokens; we recommend using MyEtherWallet or MetaMask.
									


								Alternatively, investment contributions can be offered in fiat currencies; namely, GBP, EUR and AUD. Deposit the desired amount into the appropriate fiat account detailed in the email.
                            

                        

                    

                    
                    
                        
                            
                            
                                Your website mentions a partnership with the Ivory Coast. What does the partnership entail?
                            
                          

                        

                        
                            
                                Geneviève found a partnership agreement with the public entity, Chamber of Commerce of The Ivory Coast, and the exportation National Community (Trade and SME Ministry). Using Blockchain technology, Geneviève seeks to find positive synergies with government officials to facilitate and catalyze foreign investment; a capital injection into small businesses in such localities will further economic growth and development. The project seeks to increase local employment by creating jobs and running training programs to equip local citizens with skills and expertise to succeed. In line with Geneviève’ s ethics, the venture firm will seek a discounted proportion of equity.
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                What is Geneviève?
                            
                          

                        

                        
                            
                                Geneviève was founded in 2014. The experience-rich firm specializes in wealth management and venture capital operations. With recent focus on merging finance, Geneviève offers expertise in:
                                	 Hedge Fund Management
	 Financial Advisory / Market Research
	 Financial Engineering
	 Venture Capital
	 Business Recovery


                                Geneviève’s founders have lucratively managed venture capital operations for more than 26 companies ranging from small businesses to publicly-traded corporations spanning 12 countries and 4 continents. Revolutionary blockchain technology has ignited the emergence of new markets and opportunities. Geneviève is now seeking to enter such markets, leading through innovation, to widen its array of services through Blockchain technology.
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                Where is Geneviève based?
                            
                          

                        

                        
                            
                                Geneviève has offices situated in the United States, Singapore, France and Estonia.
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                How long will the token sale be open for?
                            
                          

                        

                        
                            
                                The token sale will launch on January 20th, 2018, and will conclude on February 25th, 2018. The token sale may end sooner, should all available tokens be sold.
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                Is there a minimum investment amount?
                            
                          

                        

                        
                            
                                Geneviève does not implement restrictions on investment amounts.
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                Which cryptocurrencies do you accept towards the token sale?
                            
                          

                        

                        
                            
								We accept ETH and BTC. Fiat currencies are also accepted; namely, GBP, EUR and AUD.
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                Is Geneviève VC an ERC20 token?
                            
                          

                        

                        
                            
                                In line with our commitment to our community, we are passionate about raising the standards of excellence. In pursuant, GXE and GXVC adopt the below-described ERC223 format. The innovative format, ERC223, follows a natural progression from its predecessor, ERC20, offering numerous additional benefits, as listed below:
                                	 Prevents tokens being lost on the blockchain, which frequently happens when ERC20 tokens are mistakenly sent to a contract address which is not designed to accept such particular tokens; such transfers are reversible with the ERC223 standard. The format allows developers to create a filtration mechanism to separate incoming transactions, rejecting unsupported tokens.
	Are processed through a single transaction, unique from the ERC20 standard which follows a dual-step process; consequently, less gas is required to engage with the smart contract, offering a cheaper alternative


                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                                Where can I find out more information?
                            
                          

                        

                        
                            
                                A detailed discussion of the project is offered in the whitepaper. For further information, please connect with our community engagement team via one of our social media channels.
                            

                        

                    

					
                        
                            
                            
                                How is Geneviève different from other VC firms?
                            
                          

                        

                        
                            
                                Traditional VC firms often adopt string investment criteria; only those businesses displaying a certain set of qualities are considered. Geneviève is more agile; through Blockchain technology, we seek to widen the venture capital market with a view to empower small businesses in local economies who may often fall outside of the traditionally employed investment criteria. Geneviève will initiate its campaign by entering previously-untapped territories with high growth prospects in developing west Africa - a partnership with the Ivory Coast government will launch a 150 SME investment program.
                            

                        

                    

					
                        
                            
                            
                                Why should I invest? 
                            
                          

                        

                        
                            
							Geneviève offers two avenues of investment return; namely, token value appreciation and quarterly dividends distributions. By way of the employed investment strategy, we anticipate 10-15% growth in Geneviève VC's value, per annum. The market will allocate value by way of growth of the underlying ventures - Ivory Coast's economy is the fastest growing in Africa. Venture returns will facilitate quarterly distribution of dividend payments to all token holders through Geneviève distribution system.

							A capital injection into small businesses in aforementioned localities will further economic growth and development. The project seeks to increase local employment by creating jobs and running training programs to equip local citizens with skills and expertise to succeed. 

							

                        

                    

					
                        
                            
                            
                                What does the future hold for Geneviève?
                            
                          

                        

                        
                            
                                	 Gold Debit Card - tax and liquidity are key areas of concern for investors. In response, Geneviève seeks to launch a payment card. The tool which will adopt repo and Lombard credit mechanics, offering liquid value amounting to 40% of the investment cost on Geneviève token exchange platform.
	vSchool - In line with Geneviève's Entrepreneur Bootcamp program, the VC firm is launching Africa's first crypto-development school in the Ivory Coast, with academic branches in the fields of law, finance and marketing. Further to creating employment opportunities, we investing in human potential by equipping students with the necessary skills needed to pursue professional careers.
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